A high-resolution linear optical scanner using a traveling-wave acoustic lens.
The focusing properties of traveling acoustic waves can be employed in line-scan systems to convert a low-resolution optical beam into a high-resolution beam, both beams scanning linearly in synchronism with the acoustic wave velocity. Used in conjunction with any low-resolution scanner, for example a simple Bragg deflection cell, the scanning lens can yield at least an order of magnitude improvement in resolution, without the need for mechanical elements such as spinning mirrors. The device is inherently achromatic, and can be used just as effectively with white light as with monochromatic laser light. Experiments with dilational acoustic waves in water, and flexural waves on thin elastic strips, have confirmed the effectiveness of this novel approach, and indicate that systems with resolution capabilities up to a few thousand spots per line can be expected. Thus, immediate applications should be found in the fields of recording and reproduction of photographic images, analog and digital data recording and display, and high-speed printing.